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Philip Giraldi May 9, 2023

Rozdíl mezi tajemstvími a lži, Philip Giraldi
unz.com/pgiraldi/the-difference-between-secrets-and-lies

Sdílejte s Gabem

Nedávný vývoj ve Washingtonu týkající se Ukrajiny a Blízkého
východu mi připomíná, že je velký rozdíl mezi zachováním
mlčenlivosti, když si to situace vyžaduje, a lhaním v otázkách, kde k
tomu neexistuje žádný přesvědčivý důvod, který by přesahoval
politickou výhodnost. Po více než dvaceti letech strávených v
amerických zpravodajských agenturách, kde bylo utajení operativní
normou, bych tento rozdíl ilustroval následovně: legitimní tajemství
by bylo něco jako neprozrazení informací, které by ohrozily lidi nebo
životně důležité národní zájmy, zatímco lež by spáchání trestného
činu a vymýšlení příběhu, který by popřel nebo zamlžil, že se
skutečně stalo něco hrozného. Když dojde na lhaní, mám
samozřejmě na mysli bizarní chování vlády Spojených států,
zejména od 11. září, páchat válečné zločiny a poté přijít s důvody,
proč její zahraniční a národní bezpečnostní politika nabrala ojedinělý
agresivní a nátlakový obrat, který není ospravedlnitelný realitou ani
žádnou skutečnou hrozbou. Tento posun v chování měl hluboce
negativní důsledky, přičemž velká část světa je nyní nakloněna
označit Spojené státy za nejnebezpečnější zemi globálně, pokud jde
o největší hrozbu míru mezi národy.

https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/the-difference-between-secrets-and-lies/
https://gab.com/compose?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unz.com%2Fpgiraldi%2Fthe-difference-between-secrets-and-lies%2F&text=The%20Difference%20Between%20Secrets%20and%20Lies%2C%20by%20Philip%20Giraldi%20-%20The%20Unz%20Review%0A
https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/the-difference-between-secrets-and-lies/
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V tomto světle by se dalo přiměřeně udělit zlatou medaili za kreativní
ničení administrativě George W. Bushe, která povýšila lhaní na
úroveň, kterou si ve Washingtonu dosud jen stěží představovali.
Bush měl neoconům ovládaný tým zahraniční politiky, soustředěný v
Pentagonu s Donaldem Rumsfeldem, Paulem Wolfowitzem a
Dougem Feithem a se Scooterem Libbym v kanceláři viceprezidenta,
který neváhal vymýšlet vymyšlené informace prostřednictvím
systému, aby ospravedlnil totálně podvodnou válku. proti Iráku.
Spiklenci, z nichž většina byli Židé, kteří měli úzké vazby na
izraelskou vládu, podporovali přání židovského státu, aby USA
zaútočily na Bagdád. V jejich cestě do války se k nim připojil
nešťastný ministr zahraničí Colin Powell, žalostně ignorantská
poradkyně pro národní bezpečnost Condoleezza Riceová, a
nelítostně ambiciózní George Tenet v CIA, aby se s nimi mohl projet.
V tomto kontextu zůstává nepoznatelné, co si prezident Spojených
států skutečně myslel, pokud vůbec přemýšlel. Výsledkem byla
katastrofa Iráku se stovkami tisíc mrtvých civilistů kvůli zcela
vymyšlené hrozbě „zbraní hromadného ničení“ v rukou Saddáma
Husajna. V současné době, dvacet let po události, má Washington
stále vojáky v Iráku, i když je irácký parlament opakovaně žádal, aby
odešli. se stovkami tisíc mrtvých civilistů nad zcela vymyšlenou
hrozbou „zbraní hromadného ničení“ v rukou Saddáma Husajna. V
současné době, dvacet let po události, má Washington stále vojáky v
Iráku, i když je irácký parlament opakovaně žádal, aby odešli. se
stovkami tisíc mrtvých civilistů nad zcela vymyšlenou hrozbou
„zbraní hromadného ničení“ v rukou Saddáma Husajna. V současné
době, dvacet let po události, má Washington stále vojáky v Iráku, i
když je irácký parlament opakovaně žádal, aby odešli.
Zajímavé však je, že to, co se hrálo za George Bushe, byla dětská
hra ve srovnání se současným politickým prostředím, kde se média
přidala k administrativě Joea Bidena a lhala téměř o všem. To
zahrnovalo válečný akt spáchaný jak proti jadernému ozbrojenému
protivníkovi, tak proti spojenci v podobě zničení plynovodu Nord
Stream, který byl jasně proveden Spojenými státy proti Rusku a
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Německu poté, co Biden dokonce nesouvisle veřejně varoval, že
udělal by to. Od té doby, co investigativní novinář Seymour Hersh
odhodil pokličku příběhuUSA a jejich zajatá média zareagovaly tím,
že pomohly vznést zcela nepravděpodobný alternativní příběh o tom,
jak to mohlo být dosaženo hrstkou nepoctivých Ukrajinců operujících
z rybářské lodi. Ruské pokusy o vyšetřování incidentu Organizací
spojených národů a/nebo Mezinárodním trestním soudem (ICC) byly
úspěšně zablokovány Spojenými státy, které v reakci podpořily
úspěšný pokus britského právníka, aby byli Rusové vyšetřováni za
válečné zločiny. ICC.
V nejnovějším vydání lží a dalších lží USA visí na
suchujednadvacetiletý letecký národní gardista Jack Teixeira,
kterého obviňuje z krádeže a zveřejnění vysoce utajovaných
informací souvisejících s národní bezpečností na internetové
chatovací místnosti. Letec může být skutečně vinen tím, že právě to
udělal, ačkoli jeho motiv je stále nepolapitelný a jeho skutečná
schopnost získat přístup k některým materiálům, které získal, je
sporná. Mnohem důležitější je však zadní příběh, který spočívá v
tom, že dokumenty odhalují, že Ukrajinci jasně prohrávají válku proti
Rusku, což přimělo ukrajinského prezidenta Volodymyra
Zelenského, aby usiloval o členství v NATO i o novější zbraně
delšího doletu, aby mohl zasáhnout Rusko. přímo a dostatečně tvrdě
na to, aby vtáhla USA a NATO přímo a plně do konfliktu. Nedávný
možný pokus zabít Vladimira Putina pomocí dronumůže být součástí
takového plánování, a pokud by se přiblížilo úspěchu, drtivá ruská
reakce by pravděpodobně eskalovala konflikt a způsobila katastrofu
možná globálních rozměrů.
Uniklé zpravodajské informace naznačují, že Ukrajina po tomto
měsíci vůbec nebude schopna bránit svůj vzdušný prostor a také jí
brzy dojde munice. Tato „fakta“ věděl ministr obrany Lloyd Austin,
když před několika týdny svědčil, že Kyjev vyhrává svou válku proti
Moskvě. Biden, pokud jde o vedení války, nadále popírá, že by
američtí vojáci byli „botami na zemi“ angažovaní na Ukrajině. Uniklé
dokumenty ukazují, že také buď lže, nebo je o tom špatně

https://seymourhersh.substack.com/p/how-america-took-out-the-nord-stream
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2023/04/13/suspect-pentagon-documents-leak/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/may/04/kremlin-drones-certainly-dont-look-like-a-cunning-plan-by-moscow
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informován. Zdá se, že jedinou zpravodajskou položkou, která odráží
určitou míru uznatelné pravdy, je informace naznačující, že ze strany
Washingtonu není žádný úmysl podniknout kroky k zahájení
mírových rozhovorů s cílem ukončit boje v roce 2023. Sněmovna
chce jít do voleb v roce 2024,
Z pohledu amerického občana platícího daně skutečnost, že
ministerstvo financí USA poskytlo nebo slíbilo hodně převyšující 100
miliard dolarů beznadějně zkorumpované ukrajinské vládě, aby se
postavila jaderně vyzbrojenému Rusku, které USA žádným
způsobem předtím neohrožovalo. k bojům, které vypukly loni v
únoru, by měly být významné. A co se stalo s takzvaným zákonem o
válečných pravomocích, který požaduje, aby Kongres vyhlásil válku?
Kde je tedy výhoda toho všeho pro americký lid?
A je toho víc. Existuje také nedávné odhalení, také od Sy Hershe, že
Volodymyr Zelensky a jeho gang podvodníků ukradli 400 milionů
dolarů z hotovosti poskytnuté Bidenovou administrativou na nákup
motorové nafty pro ukrajinskou armádu. Podvod odhalila CIA, jejíž
ředitel William Burns v lednu Zelenského skutečně osobně
konfrontoval s čísly a jmény zúčastněných. Zelenskyj a jeho profitoři
provedli svůj projekt tak, že získali peníze od ministerstva financí
Spojených států za americký petrodolar za galon plus náklady na
dopravu, než se obrátili a nakoupili palivo od levnějších dodavatelů
umístěných v regionu, včetně rafinérie Lukoil Neftohim Burgas v
Bulharsku. Rozdíl pak zmizel v kapsách Zelenského a jeho generálů.
A kde se vzalo levnější palivo? Většinou z Ruska a také z Íránu!
Zajisté došlo k určitému odporu od malé skupiny převážně
republikánských kongresmanů. Matt Gaetz předložil ve Sněmovně
reprezentantů návrh zákona, který požaduje, aby Bílý dům
poskytoval úplné informace , včetně „kopií všech dokumentů
nastiňujících plány vojenské pomoci Ukrajině. Kromě toho rezoluce
nařizuje ministru obrany Lloydu Austinovi, aby zveřejnil počet
ozbrojených sil Spojených států, včetně speciálních operátorů,
rozmístěných na Ukrajině bez pravomoci Kongresu. Bidenova
administrativa a další spojenecké země zavádějí svět ohledně

https://seymourhersh.substack.com/p/trading-with-the-enemy?fbclid=IwAR1Ac4IqlosreaeCku6Wzf0oaSMnzrLiNpyOHv6mSOFYek9_sUP0pQP4saE
https://alethonews.com/2023/04/18/us-lawmaker-introduces-bill-to-force-biden-to-provide-data-on-ukraine-aid-conflict/?fbclid=IwAR2BGxPiMm-olfotM7fUUrkhXOoHEHdu9MU7npOehcJVudw__da4yyN-Amg
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válečného stavu na Ukrajině. Tato administrativa musí být naprosto
transparentní vůči americkému lidu, když hazardují s válkou s
jaderným protivníkem tím, že na Ukrajině operují speciální jednotky.
Zástupkyně Maverick GOP Marjorie Taylor Greeneová se do toho
také pustila se svými kolegy z Republikánské strany poté, co
pochválila údajného úniku dokumentů Pentagonu kvůli jeho odhalení
lží kolem ukrajinské války. Řekla: „Jack Teixeira je bílý, mužský,
křesťanský a protiválečný. To z něj dělá nepřítele Bidenova režimu.
A řekl pravdu o tom, že jednotky jsou na Ukrajině a mnohem více.
Zeptejte se sami sebe, kdo je skutečný nepřítel?" Senátor Lindsey
Graham, stejně jako vedení Republikánské strany, okamžitě skočili
na Greene a odsoudili ji za to, že je proti válce. Grahamová, která
nedávno obhajovala invazi do Mexika, aby vyřešila americký
drogový problém, zejména označila svou odpověď za „jedno z
nejnezodpovědnějších prohlášení, jaké mohla udělat,“ dodala.
„zničilo by to schopnost Ameriky bránit se“.
Bývalý ředitel CIA John Brennan také odsoudil Greeneovy
komentáře, když prohlásil, že „Z mého pohledu si myslím, že
Marjorie Taylor Greeneová znovu a znovu prokázala, že není
způsobilá zastávat veřejnou funkci…“ Na chvíli si připomeňme, že
Brennanová byl sám jedním z nejlepších. katastrofální ředitelé CIA,
kteří kdy zastávali úřad. Obhajoval mučení „teroristů“ ze strany
agentury, stejně jako „podpisové“ útoky bezpilotními letouny s cílem
zabít podezřelé na zemi na Blízkém východě a v Asii. Spolupracoval
s úsilím vykolejit kampaň Donalda Trumpa a podepsal dopisv říjnu
2020 s tvrzením, že Trumpova kampaň za znovuzvolení mohla
dobře těžit z ruské dezinformační operace, iniciativy, která mohla
ovlivnit výsledek voleb. Při jedné příležitosti, po setkání Trumpa s
ruským prezidentem Vladimirem Putinem v roce 2018, Brennanová
poznamenala, že „výkon Donalda Trumpa na tiskové konferenci v
Helsinkách stoupá a překračuje práh ‚vysoké kriminality a
přestupků‘. Nebylo to nic jiného než 'zrádné'. Nejen, že Trumpovy
komentáře byly ‚imbecilní‘, on je zcela v kapse Putina.

https://news.yahoo.com/marjorie-taylor-greene-fires-back-001220330.html
https://news.yahoo.com/not-fit-office-brennan-graham-163209202.html
https://nypost.com/2022/10/19/its-been-two-years-since-51-intelligence-agents-interfered-with-an-election-they-still-wont-apologize/
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Výměny s Republikánskou stranou a také od téměř všech demokratů
slouží jako další známka toho, že problém s vládou Spojených států
je systémový: jít do války a zároveň očerňovat kritiky a pak o tom
všem lhát, aby se předešlo vnímanému problému, je vždy
preferováno. možnost jak pro Bílý dům, tak pro Kongres. Bez ohledu
na to, kdo v roce 2024 vyhraje, s možnými výjimkami Roberta
Kennedyho Jr. nebo Tulsi Gabbard, výsledek z hlediska roztříštěné a
nekoherentní zahraniční politiky, která ve skutečnosti sama ohrožuje
Spojené státy na všech úrovních, bude zhruba stejný.
Philip M. Giraldi, Ph.D., je výkonným ředitelem Council for the
National Interest, vzdělávací nadace 501(c)3 s odčitatelnou daní
(federální identifikační číslo #52-1739023), která usiluje o zahraniční
politiku USA více založenou na zájmech. na Středním východě.
Webová stránka je Councilforthenationalinterest.org, adresa je
PO Box 2157, Purcellville VA 20134 a její e-mail je
inform@cnionline.org .
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1. Všimněte si, že Bush a jeho neokonzervativci uvedli do pohybu
události, které vedly k válce na Ukrajině.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/G4zgWNfYFyk

•  Díky:Chuck Orloski, Agent76,Sarah,mark
green,Justrambling,Odyssey,Ann Nonny Mouse
Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
Thread Hide Thread 

 
2. Kakříká:

9. května 2023 v 4:29 GMT • před 9,2 dny • 100 slov ↑   
America plunders the world because at the end of the day the
global economy is a zero sum game. Any other nation would do
it. America was the wealthiest nation in history in the 50’s and
60’s because it represented over 50% of the worlds gdp, today
it’s less than 25%. If America hadn’t looted Iraq and countless
other countries the American people would live worse off even
though they get the crumbs from the spoils. Since the 1850’s
America has been engaging in wars of economic profit.

https://youtu.be/G4zgWNfYFyk
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chuck+Orloski
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Agent76
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Sarah
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=mark+green
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Justrambling
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Odyssey
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Ann+Nonny+Mouse
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Kak
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3. Oil Can Harry says:
May 9, 2023 at 4:50 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
1971: (((Daniel Ellsberg))) illegally leaks top secret documents
(The Pentagon Papers) showing the US lied about its claims
they were winning the Vietnam War. Democrats and the media
declare Ellsberg a whistleblower and a hero.

2023: Soldier Jack Teixeira illegally leaks top secret documents
showing the US lied about its claims Ukraine is winning against
Russia. The media declare Teixeira a white supremacist and a
traitor while insisting he’s not a whistleblower.

• Agree: ariadna
• Thanks: GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
4. Angharad says:

They. Don’t. Care.

• Agree: A. Clifton, brostoevsky
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Oil+Can+Harry
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=ariadna
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=GMC
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Angharad
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=A.+Clifton
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=brostoevsky
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5. Hoyeru23 says:
May 9, 2023 at 5:06 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
why should they?

 Did Shrub Jr go to jail for lying about weapons of mass
distraction? Did anybody of his administrations?

 Did anybody go to jail for Gulf of Tonkin’s lies???? Did anybody
go to jail for Pearl Harbor????

 Why are you being an idiot deliberately????
 They have ALWAYS BEEN like this cuz they been getting away

with it for decades centuries,. Putin the P*ssy’s s blunder(the
biggest in history) has given them a second wind, and they now
think they can take on China and Iran at the same time.

 DOnt waste my time.

• Agree: Son of a Jedi
• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
6. vox4non says:

It continues to amaze and confuse me that people who can’t be
trusted to run a simple grocery shop, are leading a nation’s
policy making bodies. It seemed almost deliberate, and like a re-
run of Rome’s dying days.

• Replies: @Emslander
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
7. Odyssey says:

George Bush Center for Intelligence – hohohohoho….

• LOL: Tom Welsh
• Replies: @Rogue, @Kak, @mocissepvis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Hoyeru23
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Son+of+a+Jedi
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=vox4non
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Odyssey
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Tom+Welsh
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8. Chuck Orloski says:
May 9, 2023 at 5:59 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Zionist Biden White House knows it’s lying and

 all is rooted in the Mossad’s satanic motto, “(Israel) wages war
by deception.”

Am saddened that the Zionist W. Bush administration escaped
the wrath of the intelligent and brave Philip Giraldi, who failed to
mention the criminal post-9/11 war against Afghanistan.

In direct opposite to the Our Father prayer, what naturally befalls
Americans is a deliverance into evil.

• Agree: François
• Replies: @Francis Miville
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
9. Chuck Orloski says:

May 9, 2023 at 6:09 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Zionist Biden administration knows it’s lying because it’s
policies are rooted in the satanic Mossad’s motto, “(Israel)
wages war by deception.”

Am saddened that the Zionist W. Bush administration escaped
the wrath 9f the intelligent and brave Philip Giraldi, who failed to
mention the criminal post-9/11 war against Afghanistan.

Subsequently opposite to the Our Father prayer, Americans are
“delivered unto evil.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chuck+Orloski
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Fran%C3%A7ois
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chuck+Orloski
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10. JWalters says:
May 9, 2023 at 6:21 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Thanks for this absolutely excellent article.

I’d suggest one minor adjustment. “[T]he US and its captive
media” should read “the captive US and its captive media”.

For the US has been captured by a stealth enemy empire. It
controls Big Media, Big War, Big Pharma, Big Energy, Big
Banking, and Big Politics. The uniform script of lies emanating
from all these institutions is the smoking gun.

Big Banking is its foundation. Here’s economist Catherine Austin
Fitts explaining to Kim Iverson how our financial system is
actually a criminal operation.

 “They’re after your Kids” – The Real Agenda Behind The Great
Reset | A Conversation with Catherine Austin Fitts

 https://rumble.com/v2m8tig-may-5-2023.html

And it’s no coincidence that with the massive deception
permeating the US invasion of Iraq, “[t]he conspirators, most of
whom were Jews who had close ties to the Israeli government,
were supportive of the Jewish state’s desire to have the US
attack Baghdad.” How Israel’s bank captured the US
establishment is described in

 War Profiteers and Israel’s Bank
 https://warprofiteerstory.blogspot.com/p/war-profiteers-and-

israels-bank.html

America is in a real war, but it is not with Russia. The real
adversary is the stealth Zionist Empire that uses America as a
cloak for its looting and slaughtering around the world. In the
process it is robbing and wrecking America along with ruining
the planet. Those members of the US “Establishment” who
collaborate with this deadly enemy are also enemies. They are
either moles and spies or sellouts and turncoats.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JWalters
https://rumble.com/v2m8tig-may-5-2023.html
https://warprofiteerstory.blogspot.com/p/war-profiteers-and-israels-bank.html
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• Agree: Tom Welsh, A. Clifton, Old and Grumpy, ariadna
• Thanks: Ulf Thorsen
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

11. WorkingClass says:
The owners and the operators of the Potomic Regime are far far
beneath contempt. They are the scum of the earth. For them
secrets are merely a subset of lies. Lies, extortion and murder
are their M.O.. The Great Satan is well named.

• Agree: Tom Welsh
• Thanks: Deep Thought
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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12. Been_there_done_that says:
May 9, 2023 at 8:01 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 800 Words   ↑

“…the destruction of the Nord Stream pipeline, which was clearly carried out
by the United States against Russia and Germany after Biden even
incoherently warned publicly that he would do it.”

There is a difference between having a justifiable suspicion and
irrefutable evidence to prove an allegation, which has been
conveniently blurred here. On February 7, 2022, Biden
incoherently threatened to put an end to the Nordstream 2
pipeline if Russia were to invade Ukraine:

White House Transcript – February 7, 2022

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-
releases/2022/02/07/remarks-by-president-biden-and-chancellor-scholz-of-
the-federal-republic-of-germany-at-press-conference/

“If Germany — if Russia invades — that means tanks or troops crossing the
— the border of Ukraine again — then there will be — we — there will be no
longer a Nord Stream 2. We will bring an end to it.”

This was just before that new pipeline was scheduled to become
operational. Due to Biden’s rambling threat, the Nordstream 2
pipeline never went into service. For years this second pipeline
had been controversial. A key premise for this project had been
to circumvent Ukrainian territory because that country was
unreliable, due to high transit fees and potential blackmail.
Among other European countries that objected to the project,
Poland was among the strongest opponents.

One must also differentiate between that pipeline and the
previously operational Nordstream 1 pipeline. Due to their ability
to provide alternative gas supplies to Germany if the already
operational pipeline were severed, Israel, Qatar, the UK, and
Norway also stood to gain, aside from the United States, so
altogether there are more than a handful of suspects. Biden’s
public comments at the White House were disingenuous

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Been_there_done_that
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/02/07/remarks-by-president-biden-and-chancellor-scholz-of-the-federal-republic-of-germany-at-press-conference/
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because they provided a plausible cover for other actors to
engage in sabotage, under the presumption that the US would
inevitably get blamed, which is exactly what is now happening.

Peculiarly, both pipelines were blown up at different locations,
through multiple explosions on September 26, 2022, during
Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year celebration. Naturally,
this prompted speculation that this was either a signature
Mossad operation, or a false flag operation intended to make it
appear as if though Israeli saboteurs were involved. According
to the alternative narrative, a group of six, including a female
physician and five men, one captain and four diving specialists,
had rented a yacht on September 6, 2022, in Rostock through a
Polish company, using fake passports. The yacht (not a “fishing
boat“) was purportedly owned by Ukrainians. One may wonder
how likely it is, that these yacht owners might be Jewish;
certainly the media did not mention any names.

One clue provided in the narrative, was that the team had been
tracked to have stopped at the island of Christiansø, northeast of
Bornholm, very close to where the explosions subsequently
occurred. Another clue was that this team failed to clean up after
the mess they had made, which allowed investigators to find
traces of explosives. It should be noted that Germany was
considered to be a safe place for Mossad agents to operate in.
After Poland had turned over a key suspect in the 2010
assassination operation in Dubai to Germany, for using a
passport obtained under a false pretext, he was let go.

“Since investigative journalist Seymour Hersh blew the lid off the story…”

Much ado has been made about Hersh’s article on the Substack
platform. He wrote what many wanted to believe, without having
provided any compelling evidence, essentially hearsay based on
the concept “just trust me on this“. Suddenly this occasional
journalist, who had gotten the story wrong about a chemical
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attack in Syria and provided no revelatory investigations
surrounding the attacks on September 11, 2001, or the Epstein
connections, was elevated and exalted as the embodiment of
unimpeachable truth and virtue. Nobody dared to even wonder,
whether he might be a loyal operative, fulfilling a distracting
function.

The significant crime was blowing up the operational pipeline,
Nordstream 1, which caused the gas to bubble to the surface.
Even if the US government had authorized contingently setting
up the means to blow up the Nordstream 2 pipeline, as an
option, which appears plausible, what is relevant is who actually
blew up the operational Nordstream 1 pipeline. This key
differentiation has been missing in the media. Also, one has to
wonder why the pipeline was not blown up much earlier. Was it
just a “coincidence”, that all the pipelines were blown up on
Rosh Hashanah? It is also useful to know that Putin and
Netanyahu have been quite friendly since 2017. At the big
parade in Moscow, exactly five years ago, Netanyahu was
Putin’s honorary guest. Even now, Israeli passport holders do
not need an advance visa to travel to Russia for up to 90 days,
and vice versa, according to Embassy information on the
Internet.

Though many will continue to harbor strong suspicions regarding
culpability, the issue is likely more contrived than it simplistically
appears at first glance. Conclusive proof has yet to be
presented.

• Thanks: HdC
• Replies: @Rev. Spooner, @Vladimir
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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13. Tom Welsh says:
May 9, 2023 at 8:51 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Kak
“America plunders the world…”

True, but trivial as it is general knowledge.

“…because at the end of the day the global economy is a zero
sum game”.

False, as anyone with the wits to think it through will see
immediately. If the global economy were “a zero sum game”,
why would anyone engage in international trade? Actually
nations and their citizens and corporations stand to gain
enormously by international trade and cooperation. The “silk
roads” through Central Asia were the greatest engine of global
prosperity for over 1,000 years – and are shaping up to be so
again. The Chinese (as well as the Russians and everyone else
outside the selfish, dishonest, murderous “Western” clique)
believe that everyone can gain hugely through trade and other
forms of cooperation – and they are proving it, to the
desperation of the Washington creatures.

“Any other nation would do it”.

The eternal cry of the selfish, dishonest, murderous Westerner
who has been forced – much against his will – to admit the
criminality of his behaviour.

It’s simply not true.

• Agree: Odyssey, Deep Thought, Arthur MacBride, Joe
Levantine
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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14. Shitposter_in Chief says:
May 9, 2023 at 9:10 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Phil how does a supposed intelligence expert such as yourself
fall for such easily debunked crap as Seymour Hersh’s version?
You could drive a truck sideways through the holes in his story.
Yes, it’s entirely possible that the US did it, but Hersh’s version is
the least credible method

https://oalexanderdk.substack.com/p/blowing-holes-in-seymour-
hershs-pipe

• Troll: Odyssey
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

15. Passing by says:
@Tom Welsh
What he meant is his fellow Albanians would do it, and they’re
actually doing it as much as they can on their level, engaging in
every illegal traffic imaginable.

• Replies: @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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16. RoatanBill says:
May 9, 2023 at 9:40 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

a legitimate secret would be something like not revealing information that
would place people or vital national interests in jeopardy

Absolutely wrong! The ‘national interests’ are diametrically
opposed to the people’s interests. The national interest are
those of the mafia known as the Fed Gov that has murdered
millions of people around the globe and is now militarizing
various federal agencies with automatic weapons to be used
against the US population.

Any ‘national interest’ only serves to hide the crimes of the Fed
Gov from the people that are dumb enough to keep voting for
this mafia to continue its depredations. Anyone working for any
branch of gov’t is the enemy of the people of the United States
since they help that mafia in some way.

• Agree: Realist
• Replies: @Emslander, @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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17. SolarTermination says:
May 9, 2023 at 10:55 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
“I was taught to lie, to betray and not to tell the truth to the
public.

 …
 I ended up publishing articles under my own name written by

agents of the CIA and other intelligence services, especially the
German secret service.

 …
 Most journalists from respected and big media organisations are

closely connected to the German Marshall Fund, the Atlantik-
Brücke or other so-called transatlantic organisations…once
you’re connected, you make friends with selected Americans.
You think they are your friends and you start cooperating. They
work on your ego, make you feel like you’re important. And one
day one of them will ask you, “Will you do me this favor?”

 …
 We’re talking about puppets on a string, journalists who write or

say whatever their masters tell them to say or write. If you see
how the mainstream media is reporting about the Ukraine
conflict and if you know what’s really going on, you get the
picture. The masters in the background are pushing for war with
Russia and western journalists are putting on their helmets.

 …
 When I told the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (Ulfkotte’s

newspaper) that I would publish the book, their lawyers sent me
a letter threatening with all legal consequences if I would publish
any names or secrets — but I don’t mind. You see, I don’t have
children to take care of.”

 -Udo Ulfkotte, German Journalist 2017, Now Dead

Counterfeit Continuity: https://tritorch.com/counterfeit

• Thanks: Dieter Kief
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. Bozoblum says:
May 9, 2023 at 11:16 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The common theory that leaders only get worse and more
ridiculous as an empire declines appears very true. If ever
evidence was needed to back that claim up…

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/ojJL82hpK3k

We know zero “democrats” who think Biden has dementia, even
though many of them DID before he won the primary. They get
very testy when we ask if they think he should still drive.

USians-delusions, defensive posturing, and denials.

• LOL: Agent76
• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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19. anon[419] • Disclaimer says:
May 9, 2023 at 11:36 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
“a Rice, and a ruthlessly ambitious George Tenet at CIA to go
along for the ride. Within that context, what the president of the
United States actually thought, if he was thinking at all, remains
unknowable”

Had Bush 2 not focussed on Iraq with intent to attack the entire
ME, he woukd have seen a duffernet drama involving him
personally unfolding. He could have even faced impeachment by
the media controlled by the Israeli handlers of these Israeli
centurc guys .

 Bush was labeled as hero, praised for his courage,was depicted
as Washington and Churchill combined , and was allowed to get
away with mispronounciations, and stupid self-assertins like ‘ I
am the decider”.

 Had he not invaded ,the same media would have pilloried and
roasted him for not listening to the repeated conerns raised by
FBI ,by Israel ( it was provided by Israel so that Israel could say
we tried to prevent the attack and alert US.But like all other
warnings before and after the Israeli gate keepers in the cabinet
prevented that warning also from reaching Bush or cabinet and
prevented serious discussion ) and by many other foreign
governments .

 CIA would have been asked why it destroyed the audio of the
meetings in Malayasia,why it allowed them enter USA and not
alert FBI,why it prevented FBI person in CIA ‘s team not share
the information with FBI ,why it was helping Prof Shaik in CA to
house the hijackers, why CIA was dealing with Saudi Bayouni in
facilitating the arrival,finding job,and housing for the hijackers
who held the videotaped meeting in Malayasia.

 All fingers then would have been pointed at Bush for failure and
he would have been asked to resign .

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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20. Samavat says:
May 9, 2023 at 11:39 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
[The conspirators, most of whom were Jews who had close ties
to the Israeli government, were supportive of the Jewish state’s
desire to have the US attack Baghdad.]

This was George Bush and US policy to begin with. If it were
not, then why those war criminals, George Bush and Cheney
DID NOT STOP IT?

 After the criminal war in Iraq killing thousands of Iraqis by US
soldiers and its proxy, raping many Iraqi citizens in Abu Gharib
prison, the Iraqi people fought back George Bush’s terrorists in
Iraq and killed number of his CONTRACTORS put their heads
on the poles which frighten Bush. Thus, he was frighten to attack
his next target on his list, Iran.

 Since the Iraq war, Israel has used its Jewish fifth column in the
government and out of government to force US to attack Iran,
but has not been successful. George Bush told Israeli PM that a
war with Iran is not US policy. Israel cannot DARE to attack Iran
alone, because Israel knows if he gets into that, will be totally
destroyed.

This shows that Israel’s wishes WITHOUT United States’
determination for a war cannot be applied The false flag 9/11
terror was designed and implemented by BOTH US/Israel
terrorist states. Was Bush that stupid not to realize that the
jewish neocons want to use him for the interest of Israel? If he
was that stupid, then why was he the head of terrorist state?

 No, the Jewish neocons, Israel and Bush regime were in
agreement to commit crimes against humanity, otherwise Bush
should have denied them, we know he DIDN’T.

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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21. anon[152] • Disclaimer says:
May 9, 2023 at 11:46 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Maine, the Fed, the 16th amendment, the Lusitania,
confiscation of gold, Pearl Harbor, the Gulf of Tonkin, the war on
drugs, leaving behind pow’s, Iran Contra, cocaine, bombing
Serbia, Iraq, 911, Iraq, Ukraine, Covid, Ukraine, the border,
perversion and communist subversion in the media and
academia, etc. When hasn’t the government lied? Imagine a
federal government that sees its sole responsibility as securing
liberty, that vehemently defends the bill of rights. Imagine a
government that aspires to achieving peace and prosperity.
Peace through strength, and prosperity by getting out of its
citizens personal lives.

• Agree: Ulf Thorsen
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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22. xyzxy says:
May 9, 2023 at 11:47 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak

America plunders the world because at the end of the day the global economy
is a zero sum game. Any other nation would do it. If America hadn’t looted
Iraq and countless other countries the American people would live worse off…

There is no intrinsic reason that world (or even local) economics
has to be zero-sum at all. Contrast the Empire’s
foreign/economic policy with the Chinese Belt Road, where the
underlying assumption is win-win, along with a general non-
interference with other’s domestic policies.

Your idea that American citizens somehow benefited from the
US looting Iraq is bizarre. That’s a line you might expect a
hardline Jewish neocon to express, or perhaps one of their
toadies, like the grotesque and distasteful John Bolton.

• Thanks: Z-man
• Replies: @Kak, @Rev. Spooner
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
23. Kak says:

@Tom Welsh
Lol trade involves either deficits or surpluses, basically a zero
sum game. You know nothing.

 “It’s simply not true”
 Pay attention to history, most posters here are morons.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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24. Kak says:
@Passing by
Name me on benevolent super power. Your Russian empire was
an empire of blood, terrorism and oppression. You give, you get.

• Replies: @Z-man
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
25. Kak says:

@xyzxy
>belt and road is a win-win

 Hahahhahahahahahah this isn’t worth any real response.
 >the average America didn’t benefit

 They did. Do you know what “loot” is? I’m sure trickle down is
apart of your lexicon but you might be a Chinese or Russian.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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26. Rich says:
May 9, 2023 at 12:33 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Tom Welsh
The reason a nation would engage in international trade if the
world was a zero sum game is because it brings an advantage
to them. If you can sell a natural resource and receive more
wealth from it than the resource is worth to you, you win. If you
can make money selling out your countrymen and moving
manufacturing overseas, some people win. Global trade always
gives an advantage to countries with lower wage employees.
Occasionally a country may have a huge technological
advantage (British at the start of the industrial revolution), but
someone always finds a way around that. It’s delusional to
believe international trade is anything but a zero sum game.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
27. Rogue says:

@Odyssey
Yes, that made me laugh too.

However, it appears to have been for the senior Bush, not
Dubbya, which is what I first thought.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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28. chuck lowe says:
May 9, 2023 at 12:47 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Excellent article.

There are a few definitions of “stove piping”.

I think the author is referring to this type.

1) Comey initiated an investigation on Trump re: Russian
Collusion.

2) Comey then went to tell Trump, that there was an
investigation.

3) Comey then leaked the information about his trip to see
Trump about the investigation, which in turn, generated media
coverage and impetus to the Russian Collusion scam.

If I am wrong, I apologize.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

29. Z-man says:
May 9, 2023 at 12:54 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak
America was mostly a benevolent ‘Uber power’ until the Jews
and their minions almost completely took over.

 1963, that’s it, the hight of American power and the hight of
Doris Day’s stardom. Pillow Talk was just on the other night…
and Elvis was still King before John, Paul, George and Ringo
invaded. (Grin)
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30. JoaoAlfaiate says:
May 9, 2023 at 1:02 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I would like to add to the observations about blowing up
Nordstream that in the trans Euphrates region of Syria, which
the US military illegally occupies, our forces act as brigands and
thieves. They are facilitating the theft and sale of oil which
properly belongs to the Syrian state and which is badly needed
for the reconstruction of the country. It will be remembered that
much of the destruction in Syria was caused by Uncle Sam’s
funding and arming of al-Qaeda affiliated head choppers. That’s
OK of course because Syria is an enemy of israel, a fact
underpining our relations with Syria and virtually all “American”
Middle East policy.

• Agree: Ulf Thorsen
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

31. HT says:
Most classified information is labeled “classified” just to hide
government corruption, not for a legitimate reason. That is how
they nearly removed Trump from office before he was even
inaugurated and how they fight illegal wars. This is simply how
they operate under the radar with no accountability or public
knowledge.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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32. Poupon Marx says:
May 9, 2023 at 1:09 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak

America plunders the world because at the end of the day the global economy
is a zero sum game

You probably do not know the meaning of the term. What is a
trade surplus and trade deficit?

[What does zero-sum mean?
 Zero-sum is a situation, often cited in game theory, in which one

person’s gain is equivalent to another’s loss, so the net change
in wealth or benefit is zero. A zero-sum game may have as few
as two players or as many as millions of participants.]

And you call other people morons? Snot nosed urchin. Buffone.
Cretino. Stronzo.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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33. Phibbs says:
May 9, 2023 at 1:18 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
No one mentions that the main reason Arabs hate America is
America’s total servitude to the rogue state of Israel. Even
Muslims in Southeast Asia sympathize with the Palestinians.
Osama Bin Laden and his henchmen attacked America because
it supports the genocide and ethnic cleansing of Palestinians by
the Jews. If Jews had never taken over America, the events of
9-11 would never have occurred. The anti-American “Patriot” Act
would never have come about. There would have been no wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan to the tune of $6 trillion in losses — not
to mention 6,000 American dead and four times that number
severely injured. The Jew-owned media kept the real reason for
the 9-11 attacks hidden from the American public. Anyway, all
Gentile Americans (98% of the U.S. population) should read
“Osama Bin Laden’s Open Letter to the American People.” If
they do, they will realize the devastating price Gentile-Americans
pay for being under Jewish/Israeli occupation.

• Agree: mocissepvis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

34. May 9, 2023 at 1:42 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Oil Can Harry
You missed the liiiiiiiitle fact that between 1971 and 2003
America turned from a country with a conscript military where
liberals had to risk dying in wars of choice to one with a
volunteer military where liberals could cheer for war while
sipping lattes and having their hair rainbow tinted before heading
to a drag show.

• Agree: Emslander, mocissepvis
• Replies: @mocissepvis
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35. Chuck Orloski says:
May 9, 2023 at 1:50 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Hi, Phibbs, and once again,bI appreciate your wise comments.
And btw,I think the FBI only charged Osama Bin Laden with the
bombing of USS Cole and not 9/11

Nonetheless, below, you shall appreciate another great report
from Press TV, and satanic Israel has tossed compliant
Americans into a lion’s den.

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2023/05/09/703046/Israel-opened-
up-gates-hell-itself-Gaza-assassinations

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

Subscribe to New Columns
36. Jim H says:

May 9, 2023 at 1:55 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
‘The conspirators, most of whom were Jews who had close ties
to the Israeli government, were supportive of the Jewish state’s
desire to have the US attack Baghdad.’ — Dr Philip Giraldi

To paraphrase Jesus: ‘The court Jews, like the poor, will always
be with you.’

These days it’s war Jew Antony Blinken; usury Jew Janet Yellen;
Lawfare Jew Meritless Garland; and immigration Jew Alejandro
Mayorkas — the four horsepersons [sic] of Biden’s Apocalypse,
as it were.

Plus jiggling blimp Victoria Nuland, who still retains a job in the
US clowngov despite the utter, lethal failure of her 2014 coup in
Kiev.

Lord deliver us from these voracious pests.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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37. DanFromCT says:
May 9, 2023 at 1:55 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Oil Can Harry
Thanks, and it was also the same kosher media that was calling
our Vietnam soldiers “baby killers.” Now that the US military
does International Jewry’s bidding, our soldiers are “heroes in
uniform” and “boots on the ground in harm’s way.”

According to kosher toadeater Sean Hannity, just putting on the
uniform makes everyone a hero now that our military’s
resources are being exhausted for Israel. In fact, you could say
that no one is more responsible for recruiting young American
men to fight and die so good Jewish boys in Israel need not than
Hannity.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
38. Emslander says:

@vox4non

who can’t be trusted to run a simple grocery shop

Doing almost anything that provides a living for numerous
people is infinitely more complex than sitting like frog at the top
of the most expensive government in all of history and issuing
death threats.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
39. Kak says:

@Poupon Marx
No you’re clearly a massive moron. Russian, Chinese shill?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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40. Emslander says:
May 9, 2023 at 2:06 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RoatanBill
1.

Absolutely wrong! The ‘national interests’ are diametrically opposed to the
people’s interests. The national interest are those of the mafia known as the
Fed Gov that has murdered millions of people around the globe and is now
militarizing various federal agencies with automatic weapons to be used
against the US population.

2.

Anyone working for any branch of gov’t is the enemy of the people of the
United States since they help that mafia in some way.

Yes on 1. No on 2.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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41. Poupon Marx says:
May 9, 2023 at 2:12 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RoatanBill
Do you know what a hurdy-gurdy is, Bilious?

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/V8qTBsYP1h8

Always the same, cosmic generalizations, “All is ….”, “Nothing
is…..”.

Like the American Natives playing the Tom Tom, your shtick is
getting very old because it is a monotone repetitive, cognitive
novocaine. An opiate.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Ib1WC43g0Zs

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
42. Jeffrey A Freeman says:

Iraqis called invading US troops…the Jews.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

43. Kak says:
May 9, 2023 at 2:19 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
The video author makes some decent videos but it’s quite clear
he’s a massive moron with room temperature iq when it comes
to specific issues and historical events. Really, I don’t
understand the massive love of Serbs and of Russians, both
violent groups of supremacist invaders. It seems to me this
website and the internet in general is it in part, full of these
clowns.

• Replies: @RestiveUs
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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44. Catdompanj says:
@Oil Can Harry
Ellsberg- military adviser, political activist, liberal and a Berg.

 Teixera- actual soldier, gentile and Christian.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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45. Agent76 says:
May 9, 2023 at 2:24 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Oct. 30, 2001 Patriot Act — a remedy for an unidentified
problem

PRESIDENT BUSH signed the Patriot Act last week. The new
anti-terrorism law has its critics. Some object to the law’s
intrusions on civil liberties. They cite the provisions for extended
detention, new powers to spy on

 Americans, a lack of controls on use of information, a greater
ability to freeze and seize assets and an overly broad definition
of domestic terrorism.

https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/patriot-act-remedy-
unidentified-problem

May 21, 2022 George Bush Accidentally Admits U.S. Is World’s
Evil Empire

It was the video that simply EVERYONE couldn’t get enough of
– former President George Bush flubbing a line in a speech
about what a dictatorial war criminal Vladimir Putin is by
accidentally admitting that he too had committed a war crime by
invading Iraq. And it’s not the first time Bush has committed a
gaffe that exposed him as a callous, warmongering sociopath
either.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Agent76
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/lXP7oaoCBOE

• Thanks: Sarah
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

46. Agent76 says:
May 9, 2023 at 2:31 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Thanks for your share. Add this that many Sheeple have no clue
about as well.

MARCH 10, 2002 Secret Plan Outlines the Unthinkable

The Bush administration, in a secret policy review completed
early this year, has ordered the Pentagon to draft contingency
plans for the use of nuclear weapons against at least seven
countries, naming not only Russia and the “axis of evil”–Iraq,
Iran, and North Korea–but also China, Libya and Syria.

https://www.latimes.com/ARCHIVES/LA-XPM-2002-MAR-10-
OP-ARKIN-STORY.HTML

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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47. Poupon Marx says:
@Bozoblum
Putin’s eloquent speech on Patriot Day:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/guDV1scqhPc

Poopy Pants Pampers:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/F7-QF5SdzM4
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Vote for Amurky Twerky – write in – ascension and anschluss
and verbindung with Russia next election.

48. Anonymous[124] • Disclaimer says:
May 9, 2023 at 2:34 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Unless more than fifty percent of the CIA and the FBI are corrupt
none of those shenanigans would have taken place, so, where is
the beef? How is it that the vast majority of the people from
those two agencies have not spoken out or acted to prevent the
nation from becoming a banana republic and have permitted the
elite to run roughshod over the rest of the humanity? I blame the
rank and file like you, Mr. Hotshot!

• Replies: @Philip Giraldi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
49. Philip Giraldi says:

@Anonymous
Hey Mr Asshole I did speak out against the Iraq war and was
fired because of it. And I was not the only one…

• Thanks: true.enough
• LOL: neutral
• Replies: @Greta Handel
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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50. Kak says:
@Poupon Marx
As Putin wears a $100k watch, and proudly spends over 100k
RU lives, he eloquently purports how great and brave the
Russian people are whilst most of them live in poverty and 20%
don’t have a toilet to shit in.

• LOL: Poupon Marx
• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
51. Cowardly Lyons says:

@Carlton Meyer
US Imperialist is a far more clear term than the enigmatic
‘neocon’ Kristol term.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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52. Poupon Marx says:
May 9, 2023 at 3:02 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak
I don’t know your culture, but it is probably related to your
moniker, “KaK”, as in “Caca”, which in Greek means poop, aka
excrement. I’m trying to be a better Buddhist, so I have included
a link here for you, to improve your social score.

https://wamaunderwear.com/blogs/news/what-are-skid-marks

I would also recommend against wearing tight spandex pants
and women’s elastic underwear.

Your Stupid II Certificate will arrive in the mail soon.

• Agree: GMC
• LOL: Ulf Thorsen
• Replies: @Kak, @Odyssey
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
53. Kak says:

May 9, 2023 at 3:16 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
You’ve rejected your orthodox heresy for the Buddha? Or do you
consider Christ and Buddha to be one and the same thing?

Sorry, I know you ethnic Russians are latent homosexuals and
have interest in becoming trannies but I don’t partake in
degeneracy, this is your communist prerogative not mine.
Perhaps you have some German in you since you’re obsessed
with scat and shit. Germans ruled Russia for 300 years so you
might have their rape seed.

• Replies: @HdC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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54. Greta Handel says:
May 9, 2023 at 3:18 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Philip Giraldi
But isn’t this

How is it that the vast majority of the people from those two agencies have not
spoken out or acted to prevent the nation from becoming a banana republic
and have permitted the elite to run roughshod over the rest of the humanity?

a fair question?

You may not have been “the only one,” but the vast majority of
your peers didn’t “speak out against the Iraq war.” So, again,

How is it that the vast majority of the people from those two agencies have not
spoken out or acted to prevent the nation from becoming a banana republic
and have permitted the elite to run roughshod over the rest of the humanity?

• Replies: @Philip Giraldi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
55. HdC says:

@Kak
“…Sorry, I know you ethnic Russians are latent homosexuals
and have interest in becoming trannies but I don’t partake in
degeneracy, this is your communist prerogative not mine. ..”

Projecting much?

• Replies: @GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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56. Philip Giraldi says:
@Greta Handel
Sorry Greta it is not a “fair question” as it only permits one
answer. I thought you were more intelligent than that!

• LOL: neutral
• Replies: @John1955
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
57. The Alarmist says:

Picture screams Oxymoron.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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58. John1955 says:
May 9, 2023 at 4:16 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Philip Giraldi
Mr Giraldi, looks like you missed Walmart Black Friday Oct 2001

“In early October 2001, Dov Zakheim(!!!), the Comptroller for the
Department of Defense at the time, gave U.S. Special
Operations Command (or SOCOM) around $1.8 billion to fund
the fight in Afghanistan. My group’s mission was to prioritize the
spending of that money. All of SOCOM’s elite units, from Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, to Coronado, California, had put in their
requests. Their wish lists included everything they might need to
infiltrate Afghanistan and destroy the Taliban government that
had facilitated the terrorist strikes of September 11, 2001. NO
REQUEST WOULD BE DENIED; NOTHING WAS TOO
EXPENSIVE.”

Cue: Roy Orbison

Anything you want, you got it.
 Anything you need, you got it.
 Anything at all, you got it.

Don’t miss the next one, park in front of Walmart (meaning
Pentagon) if necessary. I kinda sorta hear distant drumbeat. And
9 out of 10 lights on my BS detector are flashing BRIGHT RED.
If the War with China will not resolve $31T Debt Ceiling impasse
– nothing else will.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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59. Kashan says:
May 9, 2023 at 4:23 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
These two JEWISH MAFIA members, Mark dubowitz, and Roya
Hakakian, from FDD continue to spread LIES, like what they did
before the Iraq war, and now against Iran, pushing for another
war for the interest of apartheid Israel. These Jewish mafia
members should be arrested, put on trial and given a prison
sentence, otherwise they continue to brainwash American
people, feeding them lies for the interest of the tribe. These
mafia members are MOSSAD agents. Why these mossad
agents are allowed to spread propaganda against another
coungtry, Iran, in the US for the interest of Israel, yet be
protected, if it is not USG foreign policy? To ignore these agents,
means Biden regime allows the Jewish mafia members to run
his foreign policy. Then he is either impotent or part of the zionist
gang.

Mark Dubowitz Retweeted
 The Washington Post

 @washingtonpost
 May 7

 The top-secret document amplifies earlier reports of Iran’s
alleged efforts to conceal defensive military equipment within aid
deliveries to Syria after the February disaster devastated that
country and neighboring Turkey.

Roya Hakakian Retweeted
 The Washington Post

 @washingtonpost
 May 7

 Iran and its proxies are enabling attacks on U.S. troops in Syria
through clandestine weapons shipments hidden within
humanitarian aid that has flowed into the region after a
catastrophic earthquake killed tens of thousands earlier this
year, according to classified U.S

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Kashan
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Why these two traitors have not been arrested yet?

• Replies: @Kashan
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
60. GMC says:

@HdC
This guy Kak-Sucker should be the dude in the choke hold on
Unz’s other article today. I’d even help pay for the hit.

• LOL: Notsofast
• Replies: @Kak, @Odyssey
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
61. Kak says:

@GMC
A little cowardly whelp like yourself wouldn’t be able to fight off a
choke hold from a brown paper bag over your head.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
62. Rev. Spooner says:

@Been_there_done_that
Somehow I don’t trust you.

Neither of the Nord Stream pipelines was transporting gas at the time of the
blasts, although they both contained pressurized methane — a potent
greenhouse gas.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/10/11/nord-stream-gas-leaks-what-
happened-and-why-europe-suspects-sabotage.html

 You will be turning into bigger pretzel as time passes.
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63. Rev. Spooner says:
May 9, 2023 at 5:15 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@xyzxy
Every few years Americans thugs throw a weak country against
a wall and pulverizes it. The chief benefit of this was to keep all
others in line and mantain a dollar hegemony. Both Saddam and
Gaddafi wanted to go off the dollar.

Your idea that American citizens somehow benefited from the US looting Iraq
is bizarre.

is really not so bizarre, as fiat money is really free money if
inflation can be avoided.

A couple of years from now, after a comprehensive Ukrainian
defeat and more de-dollarization, with 10% INTEREST RATE,
the American landscape will be quite interesting.

• Replies: @showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
64. Ulf Thorsen says:

@Hoyeru23
“…and they now think they can take on China and Iran at
the same time.”

And we will just have to let them keep thinking that. “Never
interrupt your enemy when he is making a mistake.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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65. Ulf Thorsen says:
@Poupon Marx
“Vote for Amurky Twerky – write in – ascension and
anschluss and verbindung with Russia next election. “

Spike Milligan is that you? LOL j/k

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
66. Ukraine Tiger says:

@Kak
Zero sum game? With the USA using a fiat currency backed by
nothing other than ink? Think again.

• Replies: @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
67. Kak says:

@Ukraine Tiger
You think. A fiat currency with which they use to import finished
products and raw goods. The US wins and the dollar holders
lose.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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68. Desert Fox says:
May 9, 2023 at 7:12 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
The ZUS is ruled by a cabal of zionist liars and killers, that have
driven America into wars, starting with WWI right down to the
war in the Ukraine, which are a sacrifice to their god satan and
this time Russia is going to send these demons to hell for the
zionist latest war creation.

The Russians know all of the zionists secrets and lies that they
keep from the America people , the America people are the ones
who are kept in the dark, for that is how the zionist rule America,
with lies and secrets, as in the Israeli and traitors in the highest
levels of the ZUS governments attack on the WTC on 911 and
blamed on the muslims to give the excuse to destroy the middle
east for Israels greater Israel agenda.

This is just one of the examples of the murderous deceit by
which the zionist rule America, the attack on the USS Liberty on
June 8, 1967 to be blamed on Egypt to get the ZUS into the war
against Egypt, concocted by Israel and zionist LBJ and his
neocon/zionist/communist administration, is another example of
zionist murderous deceit.

Zionists are destroyers of nations and humanity and they are
destroying America!

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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69. Chuck Orloski says:
May 9, 2023 at 7:37 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Desert Fox
Desert Fox commented: “The Russians know all of the zionists
secrets and lies that they keep from the America people , the
America people are the ones who are kept in the dark, for that is
how the zionist rule America…”

Hi, Desert Fox!

I agree but please give me your opinion as to why President
Putin refuses to name the Israeli key role in 9/11?

• Agree: François
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
70. Poupon Marx says:

@Ulf Thorsen
I’m truly flattered.

• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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71. Emil Nikola Richard says:
May 9, 2023 at 8:25 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

We’re an empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And while
you’re studying that reality — judiciously, as you will — we’ll act again,
creating other new realities, which you can study too, and that’s how things
will sort out. We’re history’s actors . . . and you, all of you, will be left to just
study what we do.

Anonymous high ranked Bush Admin source when published;
when half the world love it subsequently, attributed to Karl Rove.

It is post 13 th century Kabbalah trope that the Big Guy speaks
reality into existence.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

72. Sollipsist says:
May 9, 2023 at 8:48 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Thank you for mentioning RFK Jr. and Tulsi in the same
sentence. I’m thinking that they’d make a great pair —
regardless of their chances, or how easily any given person
could find something to dislike or discredit.

The very least the two of them could accomplish is to say a lot of
the things that people need to hear, things that that won’t be
heard through mainstream sources otherwise.

It could be kinda like the Trump campaign’s “populist” disruption
and common sense… except with intelligence, competence and
dignity this time. And given that the mainstream media doesn’t
seem to have learned much from Trump, their chances are at
least not zero… but you know, only if you assume that voting
makes a difference and some percentage of the actual votes are
counted…

• Agree: JWalters
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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73. Ulf Thorsen says:
@Poupon Marx
Groveling bastard

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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74. Desert Fox says:

May 9, 2023 at 9:18 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski
Chuck, I have no idea, this is a mystery and Putin should have
said something years ago, it is just like the Israeli bombing of
Syria almost every week and sometimes twice a week and Putin
does not respond, that is a very good question and if Putin
thinks he is keeping good relations with Israel by not saying a
word about 911, he is making a big mistake!

I consider you a friend, from the mountains of Montana, my
thanks buttons etc. do not work and so ie.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
• Replies: @Paul C.
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75. Jews push White Nakba, but whites don’t name the Jewish
Power.

Such cowards deserve to pass from history.

America’s Southern border is ravaged by an illegal alien invasion and Joe
Biden isn’t doing a damn thing to stop them.

Make no mistake: the Democrats want our borders ripped wide open so they
can grant them amnesty, harvest the votes and guarantee total Democrat
control for… pic.twitter.com/vpTh9EOq4a

— Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (@RepMTG) May 9, 2023

• Replies: @RoatanBill
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
76. Sarita says:

Well, one of my favourite heroes whose picture I got on my wall
next to Bon Jovi, Mickey Mouse, Benjamin Netanyahu and
Shakira said it:

If you repeat a lie often enough, people will believe it, and you will even come
to believe it yourself.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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77. JWalters says:
May 9, 2023 at 10:47 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski
I think it’s a matter of timing. Just like the Russians are doing the
ground war a step at a time, they are doing the information war
the same.

Listening to Putin’s Victory Day speech last night, his description
of their enemy re-affirmed my conclusion that he and his
colleagues are fully aware that their enemy is the Zionist Empire.
For example, he said that no “country” is Russia’s enemy, but
that “supremacism” of any sort is a scourge.

Note: His remark on supremacism was in the live translation I
watched last night, but I could not find it in any of today’s online
text translations. Further, the internet commentary on Putin’s
speech is overwhelmingly absurd propaganda from the Zionist
Empire’s lackeys.

Right now the Russians are cementing their international
alliances. Most recently, Syria re-joined the Arab League, which
was another blow to US control of the Middle East. So Zionist
Israel’s position is becoming precarious. The European and US
economies and militaries are being depleted. And most
important, the rest of the world is on board with their
understanding of the Zionist Empire at the center of the historical
plundering of their countries.

In the US an increasing number of independent reporters and
commentators are starting to speak up about the crimes of
Israel, and its control over the American establishment. I think
we are approaching a tipping point when the vast bulk of the US
population will realize that the entire corporate media is a
criminal propaganda machine for a stealth criminal empire. That
the scams they push, be they wars, financial crises, or

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JWalters
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pandemics are actually malevolent conspiracies. “Conspiracy
theorist” will no longer be a workable insult. Every sane person
will understand the Zionist supremacist conspiracies.

78. White Disgrace reduced to being cuck-maggots to Jewish
Power.

What does Tom Cotton have in common with AOC? Both are
total whores to Zion.

 
 
Video Link

• Agree: JWalters
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

79. Chuck Orloski says:
Thanks so much, JWallers!

And as you know “supremacism” is a carefully nuanced term,
and as I have emphasized in several comments on TUR, Russia
has satellite imagery of the 9/11 event which would disprove the
ZUS lie, but regrettably, I cannot find the website report on this
vital matter.

• Thanks: JWalters
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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80. KB5000 says:
May 9, 2023 at 11:21 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Active Duty Air Force here. We are being made to present a
training next week on the leaks. The slides that have been
presented to us claim that the A1C in question is guilty, and that
he was a violent racist, despite him not having been convicted of
a crime and not having gone to trial yet. I raised these concerns
with my leadership and gave me the deer in the headlights look
that’s common with people who’ve politicked all their lives to get
ahead but who read at a fourth grade level.

The reality is that most of us know that his due process rights
are being violated, and also know that senior leadership in the
Air Force, as well as our elected officials, hate us, especially
those of us who don’t share their politics.

We’re not afraid of China, Russia, North Korea, Iran, or any
other made up enemy. We’re afraid of our own officials, our own
leaders, and their errand girls in the press who spread their lies
and do their bidding. Pushing for wars while simultaneously
pushing to cut pay and benefits for the military personnel who
they send off to die without thinking twice about it.

Our leaders and officials represent the worst of us. I root for all
of them to get the ass cancer and suffer horribly.

• Thanks: JWalters
• Replies: @JWalters, @mocissepvis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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81. JWalters says:
@KB5000
Maybe you could go incognito on the Kim Iversen Show?

 https://rumble.com/KimIversen

• Replies: @KB5000
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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82. Paul C. says:
May 10, 2023 at 12:31 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Desert Fox
Hey Chuck and Desert Fox,

Putin speaks about the “evil” Nazis. Russia has laws against
Holocaust denial. Russia was complicit with the vaxx, the
Sputnik version, created by a Russian Jew. Russia is complicit
with the US in the phony NASA International Space Station
(ISS) and the “globe” earth. Putin is closely aligned with Chabad.

He sounds wonderful but I suspect he’s controlled by the
(((same forces))) playing the role of “the good guy”. This is how
they get nations to go to war, especially white Christian ones like
Ukraine. Not to mention Europe and the US (WW1, WW2).

I’d like to be wrong but don’t think so. To my knowledge Russia
hasn’t started any wars in recent history, except being forced
into action with Ukraine. That’s a huge positive.

If you look at the link below you’ll see the Masonic emblem on
the clothing both Bush and Putin are wearing in a G8 Summit.

https://foreignpolicy.com/2006/11/20/blue-usually-isnt-bushs-
color/

The Russian Coat of Arms is a double-headed eagle, another
masonic symbol. Masonry is controlled by Judaism.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coat_of_arms_of_Russia

He’s led Russia for 20 years. I suspect that’s difficult to do if
you’re a force against zionism. It’s likely all theater or a true
battle between different forces within the Cabal.

Humanity has only one leader. Jesus Christ. He and God our
Father are the only way forward.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
83. Odyssey says:

May 10, 2023 at 12:35 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@GMC
The guy (aka kak Yusuf ‘skinless dick’) is a circumcised
Albanian Muslim goatbanger, a member of a group without
history, without faith, without economy, without culture and
without shame, which is not yet civilized and accidentally
wandered into Europe (Serbia) from Azerbaijan via Saudi
Arabia, Syria and Sicily. He has already become the most idiotic
appearance here, saying that Constantine’s Christianity was
wrong, that international trade is zero-sum game, that there
were several Greek empires, that one DNA group arose in both
Europe and Asia. A member of a group which only economy,
thanks to their horde organization is narco-trafficking and without
any culture spits on Russia’s 1000-year-old culture and always
crawls into the ass of some superpower of the day and does
dirty work for them – first the Ottomans bashibozuk , then the
Habsburgs, then Stalin, then Mao Tung, now Clinton/Biden’s
anal empire, and tomorrow will be probably Xi Jinping.

84. Chuck Orloski says:
@Paul C.
Wisely, Paul C wrote:”He’s led Russia for 20 years. I suspect
that’s difficult to do if you’re a force against zionism. It’s likely all
theater or a true battle between different forces within the
Cabal.”

Great perspective and thanks,Paul C!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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85. Z-man says:
@JWalters
Agreed but it’s too slow and plodding to suit me.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
Subscribe to New Columns

86. Desert Fox says:
@Paul C.
Paul , you make some good points, see henrymakow.com
archives on Putin.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
87. Pierre de Craon says:

May 10, 2023 at 1:40 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx

Snot nosed urchin. Buffone. Cretino. Stronzo.

Having read his comments and replies, I think that in this
instance you might actually be overestimating the other
commenter’s intelligence. Of course, given the meaning of the
Greek word κακος, it’s possible that he is using his screen name
to tip us all off to the true value [ahem] of his remarks.

• Agree: Odyssey
• LOL: Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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88. Francis Miville says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:49 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski
The Biblical verse borrowed to form the Mossad’s motto, doesn’t
mean that : it rather means “(when) doing war thou shalt resort
(first) to intelligence (rather than combat : intelligence being
understood in the sense of intelligence gathering and
counselling). The specific word calls for pervasive espionage of
all potential fighting terrains (hence the multitudinous sayanim)
as well as for the art of seing the other’s game without one’s
game being seen, as in bridge or chess. It does not mean
specifically deception or disguise. The rest of the Biblical
paragraph calls for an art of war like Sunzu’s. The Jewish entity
is based on deception and self-deception for sure for not
specifically in war.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
89. Odyssey says:

@Poupon Marx
#86 (there is no any culture at all)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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90. anon[939] • Disclaimer says:
May 10, 2023 at 2:14 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Samavat
Bush could have denied the bucket list of Israel but he did not
.Had he tried, he would have been removed before his term had
expired let alone marching to the second term . His father was
taken down .He himself had told that his father was taken down
and he wont allow that happen to him.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
91. true.enough says:

May 10, 2023 at 2:41 am GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Once again, many thanks to Phil for his work.

…much of the world now inclined to identify the United States as the most
dangerous country globally speaking in terms of being the greatest threat to
peace among nations.

Watching the stupidity of the empire from overseas is almost
surreal; the insolent adolescents which are sent to admonish
nations in this region are looked upon with contempt, with a
small measure of amusement thrown in because a clown is
often entertaining.

It saddens the ‘Merikun expats to see this. One can only imagine
how it must feel to be living there still…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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92. RestiveUs says:
May 10, 2023 at 2:55 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Kak
What you don’t understand is that there is no “massive love of
Serbs and Russians” but rather a measure of respect for other
sovereign nations from the video author.

• Replies: @Odyssey, @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
93. old coyote says:

May 10, 2023 at 3:14 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Chuck Orloski
The Russians move slowly to let the great Satan collapse on its’
own. The Death Cult of Babylon will strive to initiate nuclear fire
if they can.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
94. Odyssey says:

May 10, 2023 at 3:14 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@RestiveUs
#86

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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95. Kak says:
May 10, 2023 at 3:21 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Odyssey
Too scared to directly respond to me Gypsy? Care to explain
how Serbs are illyrians, are romans, are vincans, are goths? I’m
waiting for your sources. F’ing cowardly pizda.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
96. Kak says:

May 10, 2023 at 3:22 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@RestiveUs
Except he gets a lot of things wrong. He’s a Jew so he plays
both fields.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
97. Z-man says:

May 10, 2023 at 3:24 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Poupon Marx
Let me add, ‘figlio di puttana’ Eye-talian for sob.

• LOL: Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
98. Kak says:

May 10, 2023 at 3:29 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Odyssey
That’s also your mother’s nickname, the ho part

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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99. mocissepvis says:
May 10, 2023 at 3:59 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Odyssey

George Bush Center for Intelligence – hohohohoho….

Yeah, ain’t that fuckin’ rich? It’s a testament to how much
contempt in which “they” hold Us The People that they would
seriously pair that name and that noun together.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
100. mocissepvis says:

May 10, 2023 at 4:20 am GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Fiendly Neighbourhood Terrorist

You missed the liiiiiiiitle fact that between 1971 and 2003 America turned from
a country with a conscript military where liberals had to risk dying in wars of
choice to one with a volunteer military where liberals could cheer for war while
sipping lattes and having their hair rainbow tinted before heading to a drag
show.

This why I put no stock in the idea that the fedgov is going to
reinstate the draft. If they did, then libtards would be subject to
having to actually fight the wars they cheer for.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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101. Odyssey says:
May 10, 2023 at 4:26 am GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Excellently said. “…to protect Muslim immigrants in Kosovo…”

 Albanians are illegal immigrants in Serbia. This is usually hidden
in the mainstream western press since it is then difficult to justify
bombing Serbia with the intention of protecting illegal Muslim
immigrants. It is also said that no genocides or mass graves
existed and they were used in a propaganda campaign like
Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction.

• Replies: @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
102. mocissepvis says:

May 10, 2023 at 4:43 am GMT • 8.1 days ago   ↑
@KB5000
I have to ask: why are you still serving?

• Replies: @KB5000
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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103. mocissepvis says:
May 10, 2023 at 6:25 am GMT • 8.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Paul C.

Wisely, Paul C wrote:”He’s led Russia for 20 years. I suspect that’s difficult to
do if you’re a force against zionism. It’s likely all theater or a true battle
between different forces within the Cabal.”

THIS.

Prior to the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, being a force against
Zionism (or anything Jewish) in Russia would have been natural
for any ruler (the pogroms of Tsarist days didn’t occur for no
reason). Unfortunately, three quarters of a century of
(((Bolshevik))) rule did irreparable damage to Russia, culturally
and politically. (((Tribesmen))) are now so deeply ensconced in
all levels of Russian society that they’re a sociological equivalent
of herpes: impossible to get rid of and resistant to any means of
removal. .

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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104. François says:
May 10, 2023 at 6:38 am GMT • 8.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chuck Orloski
Yeah Chuck,

I agree with your statement. It is a no brainer when it comes to
Putin’s beliefs on 9/11.

Putin’s regime is just as Zionist as Ukraine. Putin celebrates the
Soviet victory over Germany every single year. He’s good
friends with the Chabad-Lubavitch head rabbi Lazar.

Isn’t there some sort Zionist organization in Russia known as the
Wagner group funding them? I might be mistaken.

Now, both Zelensky and Putin both Nazism as their motives to
fight. Different contexts, but same idea.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
105. RoatanBill says:

May 10, 2023 at 11:41 am GMT • 7.9 days ago   ↑
@Priss Factor
Just look at all those highly educated engineers, scientist,
doctors, and the like entering the country.

This is what people vote for, because this is what voting
produces, every damned time.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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106. Poupon Marx says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:06 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago   ↑
@Odyssey
Add low IQ and low info to your accurate portrayal. I issue
Stupid II certificates for those so stupid and insensate that they
haven’t the slightest notion of how vacuous, ridiculous, and
moronic they are. They believe nobody notices. A mental
disorder.

• Agree: Odyssey
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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107. Kashan says:
May 10, 2023 at 2:36 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Kashan
One of the internet sites in Persian has EXPOSED the
CIA/Mossad agent ROYA HAKAKIAN. She is pushing for a war
and partition of Iran to erect a state for the terrorist kurdish
groups who are trained and armed by ISRAEL. She is using the
influence of the Jewish mafia in the US to expand Jewish mafia
project.

 When she was at the congress spreading lies against Iran, She
begged from a corrupt and traitor person at the congress,
Senator Bob Menedez, to create a FUND, using American
people’s tax money, to BRIBE Iranian workers to come into the
street and stage STRIKE against Iranian government. Hakakian,
a member of FDD and a Mossad agent, argues that a nation
wide STRIKE funded by the American tax money is necessary to
topple Iranian government for the interest of her apartheid entity
Israel, so Israel can EXPAND at the expense of Iranian state.
She is a zionist propagandist and is using American treasure
and platforms for the interest of a foreign country, Israel against
American people’s interests.

This zionist propagandist, in order to justify being a zionist,
fabricates the following reason for her being a ZIONIST and
supporter of an apartheid entity:

{{Roya Hakakian

10h
 1) A few thoughts for the malicious twitterati who’ve been

targeting me for the last few weeks: One: The rumors are true.
I’m, indeed, a Zionist. Without the state of Israel, my paternal
relatives, whose homes and business were set on fire in January
of 1978 in Khonsar,Iran,}}

Please read the following link with google translation:
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https://mashreghnews.ir/news/1488225

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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108. Kak says:

May 10, 2023 at 2:55 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago   ↑
@Odyssey
Albanians have indigenous ancestry in the balkans, the Serbs
are the foreign immigrants. Serbia is not a real country.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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109. TG says:

May 10, 2023 at 4:50 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago   ↑
Is there a difference between “secrets” and “lies”? Sometimes.

But in my opinion, lies of omission are often far more dangerous
than lies of commission.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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110. Notsofast says:
May 10, 2023 at 6:22 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@JWalters

Note: His remark on supremacism was in the live translation I watched last
night, but I could not find it in any of today’s online text translations. Further,
the internet commentary on Putin’s speech is overwhelmingly absurd
propaganda from the Zionist Empire’s lackeys.

i know exactly what you mean so i went to the horses mouth. i
just had a heated conversation with an employee of mine, and
read him vvp’s own words

We believe that any ideology of superiority is abhorrent, criminal and deadly
by its nature. However, the Western globalist elites keep speaking about their
exceptionalism, pit nations against each other and split societies, provoke
bloody conflicts and coups, sow hatred, Russophobia, aggressive nationalism,
destroy family and traditional values which make us human. They do all that
so as to keep dictating and imposing their will, their rights and rules on
peoples, which in reality is a system of plundering, violence and suppression.

i told him, any world leader that speaks like this speaks for me.
vvp 2024.

• Thanks: Joe Levantine
• Replies: @JWalters
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
111. JWalters says:

May 11, 2023 at 12:53 am GMT • 7.3 days ago   ↑
@Notsofast
Thanks for that! I expect history will record Putin as one of the
great statesmen of this era. Biden will be recorded as an
obsequious con artist.
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112. NotAnonymousHere says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:10 am GMT • 7.3 days ago   ↑
@Paul C.

the “globe” earth

This, along with the Jesus nonsense has gotten tiresome. You
know he’s imaginary, right?

The Russian Coat of Arms is a double-headed eagle, another masonic
symbol.

It goes back to the Assyrians, predating Judaism, so swing and
a miss. Show us one Masonic use of it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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113. Anonymous[216] • Disclaimer says:

May 11, 2023 at 1:41 am GMT • 7.3 days ago   ↑
Hey speaking of lies, I’m shocked, shocked, to find CIA
orchestrating censorship of Hunter’s covert-ops slush fund for
the Little Creek knuckledraggers.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-cia-official-helped-
recruit-51-signers-for-letter-calling-hunter-biden-laptop-stories-
russian-disinformation-house-report_5254087.html

This is how CIA funded their Nord Stream sabotage.
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114. Barr says:
May 11, 2023 at 2:02 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“China has already brokered a rapprochement between Saudi
Arabia and Iran, endangering Middle East peace”

https://news.yahoo.com/russia-collapse-handed-china-once-
200000187.html

–

Now peace between 2 warring countries is potentially causative
of future war .

Is he a moron? Is he a rare breed of donkey that is worse than
an untrainable retarded fool ?

 Is he so marinated by the neocon juice
 that logic slides off his skin without ever getting noticed ?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

115. KB5000 says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:24 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@mocissepvis
I have a couple of years to go to get the pension. I will do well on
the outside, I do my job which is not combat related, and go
home, knowing it’s all bullshit.

That, and funding for my graduate degree. I take comfort
knowing that my job involves buying unnecessary, overpriced
goods and services that in no way supports the mission,
whatever that even is.
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116. KB5000 says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:30 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@JWalters
Would she be interested in hearing about the 250 pound green
haired woman with a nose ring who lectured us for two hours?
Who informed us that all of the information in the leaks, and I
quote, “was heavily edited by a female Russian hacker” as part
of a “Russian propaganda campaign?”

Oh, and the kid was really, really racist, and was a scary gun nut
who was nuts about guns.

At least she wasn’t boring.

• Replies: @JWalters
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117. Vladimir says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:27 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Been_there_done_that
[There is a difference between having a justifiable suspicion and
irrefutable evidence to prove an allegation, which has been
conveniently blurred here. On February 7, 2022, Biden
incoherently threatened to put an end to the Nordstream 2
pipeline if Russia were to invade Ukraine:]

Why are you trying to deny the terrorist act of the evil empire.
This kind of attack is part of their ‘defense’ policy. Now, read the
following to see either you are naive or a charlatan, the choice is
yours.

Taiwan national defense has already warn the evil empire that
they will not allow US bomb the semiconductor manufacturing
Co in case China attack Taiwan.

{{Taiwan, TSMC, US demand to blow up TSMC, China

‘If they want to bomb this or that,’ armed forces will not tolerate
this kind of situation’

TAIPEI (Taiwan News) — Taiwan Minister of National Defense
Chiu Kuo-cheng on Monday (May 8) said that the armed forces
would not tolerate the destruction of any Taiwanese facility, in
response to a suggestion by U.S. Congressman Seth Moulton
that the U.S. should warn China that it would “blow up” Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC) if it attacked
Taiwan.}}

Are you going to deny others when US bomb the
semiconductor?

 Why are you lying for an evil empire that is not afraid to show its
true face? Who are you trying to protect a dying empire?
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https://newcoldwar.org/defense-minister-says-taiwan-will-not-let-
us-blow-up-tsmc-during-chinese-attack/

• Replies: @Been_there_done_that
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118. Been_there_done_that says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:49 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Vladimir

“Why are you trying to deny…”

You must have misinterpreted my comments. I pointed out, while
the suspicion may be legitimate, there is no irrefutable proof to
justify the author’s unreserved allegation because other
beneficiaries of the specific sabotage of the Nordstream 1
pipeline (as opposed to Nordstream 2) have not been excluded
as perpetrators. Moreover, information presented by Seymour
Hersh, which has been blindly and conspicuously relied upon as
purported corroboration, was not solid, since it was derived more
from hearsay than on evidence, nor did Hersh, based on his
prior record, deserve the adulation he received for reporting
claims that some wanted to believe.

A link provided in comment #16 to a Substack article tends to
confirm my skepticism about Hersh’s credibility because it
turned out, upon scrutiny, that his presentation was inconsistent.
Therefore, Hersh was either intentionally making stuff up, to
deflect from the actual criminals, or just indulging in self-
aggrandizement, for the sake of getting public attention and
praise; otherwise, in case he was sincere, he was unknowingly
fed disinformation which he believed to be true but was
technically incompetent to verify or reject. In any case, since his
story doesn’t add up, this supports the cautious attitude I had
expressed.

Though the revelations about Hersh’s unreliability on this issue
do not exonerate the US government from suspicion, they justify
the continuation of a serious investigation of other clues in this
crime in order to determine who the the primary perpetrators
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were. You ought to explain why you seem to reject a proper
investigation in favor of making accusations motivated by
ideological bias.
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119. showmethereal says:

May 11, 2023 at 4:51 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak
But don’t forget it had that portion of GDP in the 50’s and 60’s
because the rest of the world was rebuilding from disastrous
wars. The US participated in the second half of those by the
U.S. mainland was unscathed. No destruction of industry and
infrastructure and no mass civilian casualties
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120. Vladimir says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:31 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Been_there_done_that
{…there is no irrefutable proof to justify the author’s unreserved
allegation because other beneficiaries of the specific sabotage
of the Nordstream 1 pipeline (as opposed to Nordstream 2) have
not been excluded as perpetrators.}

A sabotage like this can have other ways to be implement.
Hersh is reporting the way it was done based on his own
research and analysis. Hersh is not a young journalist seeking
name for himself. Hersh was once widely celebrated for his
journalism, which uncovered the 1969 My Lai massacre in
Vietnam and also helped expose the US abuses at Abu Ghraib
in 2004.

 However, those who are trying to discredit his work, might be
either in pursue of fame or they may have political motives
including attacks on people whose works can bring shame for
US and support for Putin.

 The link in comment #16 does not provide any reason to doubt
Hersh’s reporting. In fact you can reject number of reasons this
paper brought in to inject DOUBTS. For example he writes:

{{During his introduction of Norway, Hersh makes a very strange
remark about NATO General Secretary Jens Stoltenberg
implying that he has worked directly with the US intelligence
community since the Vietnam War. Jens Stoltenberg was born
March 16th 1959. The US involvement in the Vietnam War
ended April 30th 1975, meaning Jens had just turned 16 when
Saigon fell to the PAVN troops.}}

 Consulting their own created website such as Wikipedia, we will
read the following:

{{Stoltenberg’s first steps into politics came in his early teens,
when he was influenced by his sister Camilla, who at the time
was a member of the then Marxist–Leninist group Red Youth.
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Opposition to the Vietnam War was his triggering motivation. }}
As wikipedia says Stoltenberg was involved in politics since his
teens. He was active participant in politics since the Vietnam war
and could have been a young asset for CIA or other intelligence
services. The intelligence services influence on the YOUTH is
not done by 40 or 50 year individuals. They choose among
teens to do the job. Therefore, their explanation is NONSENSE.

Beside, Hersh claims: {{the Biden administration partnered with
Norway in a top-secret operation targeting the pipelines under
the Baltic Sea, which were destroyed in June 2022.}}

It is natural for Biden Administration to come and deny the
allegation although he and Victoria Nuland, in different capacity,
in print and video, implied to Putin that US will destroy the
pipeline if Putin dares to invade. Both Biden and Nuland must
have known the consequences of their threat. One of the
consequences of this threat is that NO ONE believes these
politicians’ denial, since is documented. If they did not mean to
carry out such a threat why did they threaten Putin?

Furthermore, so far, Norway officials have not rejected Hersh’s
claim that:

{{the Biden administration partnered with Norway in a top-secret
operation targeting the pipelines under the Baltic Sea, which
were destroyed in June 2022.}}

In the internet you may see one or two persons tell you the
following:

 The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs said: “These
allegations are nonsense.” But, no Norwegian authorities have
issued such a denial, as I have searched the Internet.
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121. JWalters says:
May 12, 2023 at 12:53 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@KB5000
I think she’d really like to hear about that. I find her open and
fair. She freely disagrees with guests on some points. But she
focuses on information being covered up by the MSM, and is
very down on the forces wrecking America.

She invites viewers to email her with suggestions (which I’ve
done). Check out her show at

 https://rumble.com/KimIversen

e.g.
 The Establishment Wants These Men Silenced. RFK Jr Explains

How He Plans To Hold Them To Account
 https://rumble.com/v2kgm3o-the-establishment-wants-these-

men-silenced.-rfk-jr-explains-how-he-plans-to.html

“These Men” refers to Tucker and RFK Jr.

Then email her at
 kim@kimiversen.com

Mention her interest in whistleblowers, and include the
information you’ve posted here.

I think it’s a great story. Definitely worth sending to her.
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122. showmethereal says:
May 12, 2023 at 8:54 pm GMT • 5.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rev. Spooner
Libya was the last straw. That’s why Russia and Iran got directly
involved in Syria (and China indirectly by still doing business
with Syria and stopping more Uighurs from going there to fight).
Now look – all Arab states have started to accept Assad again
now that they realize the days of US being able to do that are
not clear cut
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123. Samavat says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:23 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Why does this site like other zionist media IGNORES the Middle
East struggle in different countries against the zionist mass
murderers. How about Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, Iran, Libya, Iraq.

 Why don’t you report on your CRIMES against humanity in the
region. Why don’t you report about the crimes of US/Israel to
erect a second Israel, ‘kurdistan’ in the region willing to kill
millions more of the people in the region. We never allow your
criminal project in the region.

You are complicit in US/Israel crimes against humanity by
IGNORING to report on crimes in the region so the gullible
population may get informed about US/Israel terrorism, theft of
land and resources, sabotages, assassinations, bombing and
more.

Why do you only report on the white Christians, Putin, Russia,
Ukraine and other zionists in the US to AVOID the main issue?
What the US/Israel is doing in the West Asia and North Africa is
FAR MORE IMPORTANT than the war in Ukraine, far more
important idiots, because it determines the direction towards a
new world order idiots.

WHY NEVER a paper such as the following GET PUBLISHED
at UNZ?

https://thecradle.co/article-view/24623/bold-gambits-on-the-
west-asian-chessboard

Why this site is silent on the US/Israel terrorist proxy, the
Kurdish terrorist groups in the region?

https://thecradle.co/article-view/24805/iran-summons-iraqi-
ambassador-protests-presence-of-opposition-groups
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